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Migrants gaming visa system must be
stopped, review finds

Migrants should be stopped from “gaming” the legal system by seeking drawn-out reviews of

their visa decisions, a former High Court judge has urged as part of a wide-ranging review.

In a 195-page report released yesterday, retired judge Ian Callinan recommended the biggest

shake-up to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal in its 43-year history, finding the body was “not

always meeting community expectati ons”.

The report said it was “anoma lous” that social-welfare recipients were given two chances to

challenge decisions relating to their entitlements, rather than just one, and that the AAT’s back

office could be slashed.

It also said all AAT members should be lawyers, and selected as a result of transparent process.

Calling for an “immediate  injection” of members to the AAT’s migration division, Mr Callinan

said the decision-makers were “overworked” and “under-resourced” and delays gave applicants

an incentive to lodge claims to prolong their stay here.

He said “almost everyone” with migration law experience had told him there were applic ants

and representatives who “game the system, well knowing there is an automatic entitlement to a

bridging visa”.

The Australian Skills Quality Authority told Mr Callinan that delays had repercussions beyond

the AAT. It told him it was aware that organised crimin als were sometimes, “perhaps even

regularly”, benefiting from fake vocational training prog rams or “ghost’’ colleges.

Mr Callinan said while the backlogs and under-resourcing continued, “reviews to be made will

multiply, deserving applic ants will continue to live in uncertainty, and dishonest or ineligible

applicants will be able to remain within the country”.
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The AAT now handles about 59,000 lodgements a year: more than half (52 per cent) are migra -

tion and refugee cases. The rest are a mix of challenges to government decisions in areas

including social security, veteran s’ affairs and taxation.

The AAT’s caseload of migra tion and refugee matters doubled in the two years to June 30 last

year, and it was only able to finalise 18,000 of the 38,000 migration and refugee cases filed in

2017-18.

Mr Callinan said a strong case had been made to limit the “often-changing material” on which

migra tion applicants could rely.

He said a “new information rule” should be considered, to give AAT members a wide discretion

to accept or reject evidence not provid ed to the original decision-maker. He also recommended a

“counsel assisting” for complex migratio n cases, to help members deal with unrepresented

litigants and a labyrinth of facts and law.

Law Council president Arthur Moses SC seized on the recom mendation to make all AAT

members lawyers chosen on merit, saying the requirement would “promote better decision-

making”.

“There is a dire need for a transparent appointment process not only to enhance the quality of  -

appointments but also to enhance the quality of decision-making, and provide further

confidence in the administration of justice,” he said.

“The absence of a clear, transparent and merits-based appointment process can expose the

judiciary to claims of political bias.

“Regrettably, the furore over the AAT appointments on the eve of this year’s election and the

appearan ce of political stacking has underlined how fundament ally damaging the appearance of

bias can be to tribunal members.”

At least 14 of the government’s 86 recent appointments were of former Coalition MPs or staffers.

The statutory review comes after strong criticism of some AAT decisions, including one case in

which it overturned a decision to deport a New Zealand man who raped and killed a student

and received  a 14-year jail sentence.
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Mr Callinan said members should not be “thin-skinned” and needed to understand they were

undertaking merits reviews of decisions  on which faired-minded people could and did disagree,

“often strongly so”.

The report said the AAT’s bureau cracy should be restructured and cut, pointing out there were

more than twice as many staff as there were full-time members.

It revealed back-office staff had been intruding on the role of decis ion-makers. Some had assisted

mem bers with their decisions, includin g by preparing templates and checking decisions and, in

at least one case, almost insisting on changes that went beyond proofing. The report warned that

this was inappropriate.

It said community expectation was that the whole of the decision-making process was

undertaken by members, not public service staff, “however well-intentioned”.

The report canvassed concerns raised by numerous government departments and agencies about

the varying quality and consistency of AAT decisions and delays.

Some taxation challenges had been in the system for seven years. Only 56 per cent of veterans’

appeals  were finalised within a year, making it “possibly the least productive division in the AAT”.

Vet erans deserved “better and quic ker attention”, the report said. However, the high proportion

of decisions affirmed on appeal suggested that most officials on most occasions were making

decis ions that were “of reasonable quality and consistent”.

The review uncovered “dis harmony” in the AAT’s ranks, with members raising concerns about

bullying, a lack of mentoring, threats to their independence and benchmarking in the migration

division which enforced “targets” of finalised cases.

Mr Callinan gave his stamp of approval to the controversial fast-track system aimed at clearing

the backlog of 30,000 cases lodged by asylum-seekers who arrived by boat under Labor. The

Immig ration Assessment Authority, which handles these cases, was an effective and fair decision-

maker.

He said Australia’s avenues to challenge migration decisions were “no less, and probably more”

generous than other countries — with opportunities to take a case to the department, the AAT,

the Federal  Circuit Court, the Federal Court and, in some instances, the High Court.
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“Any criticism that Australia does less than other common law countries to provide review of

applicatio ns made by foreigners to enter and remain in Australia are not well founded,” he said.

Attorney-General Christian Porter said the government would formally respond in due course.

AAT President David Thomas said the tribunal had experienced a significant increase in

workload but was committed to review processes that were “accessible, fair, just, economical,

informal, quick and proportionate” and promoted confidence in its decision-making. He said a

number of the recommendations were in line with the AAT’s submissions to the review.

Opposition legal affairs spokesman Mark Dreyfus said Mr Callinan was “calling time on the

Attorney-General and his colleagues treating the AAT like a Liberal Party employment agency”.

“The fact that Ian Callinan felt the need to recommend that all further appointments to the AAT

should be made on the basis of merit speaks volumes about the current government,” he said. “It

highlights the damage done by the government putting mates before merit, and stacking the

tribunal with at least 57 Liberal mates since it came to power


